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French forestry

France is the 2nd largest of the forest countries in the EU
95 % of the overseas departments are covered with forest
A slightly increasing area of forests in the mainland
A carbon sink

agricultural land covers 60% of territory
 forests or other semi-natural spaces 34
Artificialized lands occupy just over 5% of the territory.
humid zones and water surfaces cover 0.3% and 0.7% respectively.
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Objectives of 
climate change policy 

& energy policy

• 2 Grenelle Environnement Acts (2009, 2010)

• the “European Climate & Energy package”

– GHG
– Energy efficiency
– Renewable energies
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towards 2020 - GHG

Emissions GES UE-27 :
- 20%   /  1990

- 14%   /  2005

ETS : - 21%   /  2005 non ETS : - 10%   /  2005

FR : -14 % / 2005

UE-27

France

building, transports, agricultureenergy, industry
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• 2020 : 23% of renewables energies
instead of 9% in 2008   

• A legally binding target.

+ 20 M Tep = 
– +3 in biofuels
– +7 in electricity
– +10 in heat

towards 2020 – renewable energies / wood-e

Main sectors: building, transports, agricultureMain sectors: energy, industry

}+3 to +5,4 Mt from wood
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Wood objectives in the renewable plan

21 Mm3 of additional wood mobilized per year

12 Mm3 of wood-energy
 9 Mm3 of timber
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The measures

• A quantitative issue.
– Heat Fund, for heat facilities
– Calls for tender, for electricity facilities

• A qualitative issue, « high quality renewable energy »
– Air quality (PM10)

– Sustainability of biomass
– The golden rule for wood supply timber > material > energy

• An economic issue
– jobs, green growth
– rural development
– income for forestry

regional 
biomass 

teams
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conclusions

• A key-issue for climate and energy policy.

• Ambition and concerns ; need for control ; need for figures

• Adaptation to climate change is also an issue. Wood-energy 
supply depends on adaptation in the long run.

• Also need for Regional and local planning

• And for import/export too.
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Thank you for your attention
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Adaptation

1st Grenelle Act set the commitment to adopt a first plan in 2011

- 2006: adoption of the national adaptation strategy 
- 2007: Working group on the impact and costs of climate change
- 2009 : publication of a report on the costs of impacts of climate change in 

France
- 2010 : consultative process on adaptation that will lead to proposals for new 
measures to fuel the 2011 adaptation plan
- 2011 : first national adaptation plan
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The Grenelle environment
An innovative consultation process:
A very wide negotiation covering all environmental fields
All the stakeholders were represented: companies, trade unions, NGOs, 

administrations and elected representatives
Unprecedent mobilisation for sustainable development:
nineteen regional meetings
debates in parliament
31 organisation boards and committees consulted.

Six working groups and four round tables 
268 commitments (end of 2007)

Laws and proposed legislation: 
planning Act of 3 August 2009 (1st Grenelle),
national commitment Act of 12 July 2010 (2nd Grenelle), 
Financial Acts 
Memorandum of understanding between the State and professional 

federations
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Energy
Main structural drivers

Development of domestic primary energy production since 1970

Evolution of final energy consumption

- important share of 
nuclear electricity in the 
erngy mix

- increase of renewables

=> Low energy GHG 
emissions 

- stable since 2000

- drop in 2008 & 2009 
due to the economic 
crisis
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The Grenelle environment
A committee was set up to check the implementation of measures and to 

maintain the dialogue between the government and the players involved in 
the first stage of the Grenelle Environment Forum. 

The planning Act known as "First Grenelle” include 57 articles which 
reproduce the text of the Grenelle commitments. The act was adopted on 
23 July 2009. 

The second Act modifies 25 different legal codes, includes 248 articles and 
adress six major issues:

- Improving building energy and harmonising town planning tools
- Organising more environmentally-friendly transport whilst improving 

mobility needs
- Reducing energy consumption and carbon content of energy 

production
- Preserving biodiversity
- Risk control, waste processing and preserving health
- Implementing a new ecological governance 
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Global scenarios
Results (1/2) 
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Source : Inventory UNCCC, CITEPA, 2010 submission & emissions projections, CITEPA, 2010

Grenelle 
commitments 
deployment2020 : 435 Mteq GHG

2009 : 512 Mteq GHG

 23 % reduction of the French emissions between 2005 and 2020

2020 : 551 Mteq GHG
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The climate-energy package
March 2007: The EU has set climate and energy targets to be met by 2020:

- A reduction in EU GHG emissions of 20% below 1990 levels 
- 20% of EU energy consumption to come from renewable resources 
- A 20% reduction in energy use compared with projected levels, to be 

achieved by improving energy efficiency.

January 2008: the European Commission proposed binding legislation to 
implement the 20-20-20 targets. This ‘climate and energy package’ was 
adopted by the European Parliament and Council in December 2008 during 
french presidency and became law in June 2009.

The climate and energy package includes six texts:
- A revision of the Directive on EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS);  
- An "effort-sharing" Decision for the sectors not included in the ETS; 
- A Directive on renewable energy sources;  
- A Directive on carbon capture and storage technologies;
- A Regulation on the reduction in CO2 emissions from new cars; 
- A revision of the Fuel Quality Directive.


